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NOMENCLATURE followed by units (if any)
A cross-section area (of difiuser or nozzle)
A
y
Avogadro's number 6.022 x 1026 (molecules kmole)
C sound speed (m sec" 1 )
E total energy per unit volume (MJ m )
f
x
mole fraction o[ species X at difiuser entrance
g c
rate of hydrogen recombination collisions (with HF or DF) per unit volume (m"3 sec" 1 )




k. modified hydrogen recombination rate constant [(kg,'m3 )"2 sec" 1
J
M Mach number
n number density (molecules/m )
P pressure (Pa)
QH formation energy of H-, (KJ/mole)
QDET hydrogen recombination energy release parameter (MJ/kg)
t time (ms)
T temperature (K)
U flow velocity (msec)
W average molecular weight (kg kmole)
x radial coordinate (in difiuser)
Z normalized mole fraction of H (Z= 1 at difiuser entrance)
a turning angle of flow velocity in a corner expansion to vacuum
Aa turning angle increment for transient corner expansion
y specific-heat ratio
p density (kg m )
6 inclination of flow velocity vector (to x-axis)
T the fraction (y+l)/(Y-l)
[X] molar density of species X (kmole m'3 )
INDICES
L stagnation conditions
)j nozzle (difiuser) exit conditions
)2
difiuser entry conditions
). Eulerian time derivative
) Eulerian space derivative
) Lagrangian time derivative
VI
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years a study of the gasdynamics of space-based HF DF laser exhaust plume was
conducted at the NPS. The aim of this program was to identify phenomena that give rise to a
potentially contaminating backflow of corrosive species (HF, DF, F), and to estimate the magnitude
of the flux arriving at the spacecraft [1, 2, 3, 4] . The laser was envisioned as a cylindrical spacecraft
having a centrally located nozzle of ring-symmetry. This is an idealization of a more general zero-
thrust exhaust configuration for an open loop HF/DF laser (Fig. 1-1).
In former studies [2, 3] we focused on the contribution of thermal self-scattering to a
contaminating backscattered flux of corrosive molecules (HF, DF) from the exhaust plume. It was
shown that this flux emanates primarily from the lip-centered rarefaction fans that flank the exhaust
plume, and it was estimated that at a sufficiently high exit Mach number (e.g. M. =4), the thermally
backscattered flux of HF + DF is utterly negligible.
The purpose of this report is to present a study of the effect of diffuser start-up flow, including the
ongoing recombination of atomic hydrogen, on the thermally backscattered flux. Our main
conclusion is that by designing for a sufficiently high steady exit Mach number (e.g. M, = 4), the level
of thermally backscattered flux of corrosive molecules (HF+DF) would be negligible even when the
combined effects of hydrogen recombination and transient flow are considered.
The diffuser is simplified as a cylindrically expanding channel of uniform width, and the flow is
idealized as inviscid expansion of a perfect gas with an ongoing reaction of hydrogen recombination.
The flow is computed as one-dimensional time-dependent.
A fully 2-D time-dependent computation of an emerging exhaust plume is outside the scope of the
present laser exhaust study. Rather, we resort to semi-quantitative arguments that lead to an upper-
bound estimate of the effect of transient flow on thermal backscattering, by showing that the
transient turning angle in an expansive corner flow can be estimated as higher than the corresponding
steady flow turning angle. It is subsequently suggested that an overestimate to the the backscattered
flux from a transient plume is obtained by considering it as a steady plume whose exit velocity vector
is pre-rotated so that its limiting (vacuum) streamline coincides with that defined by the transient
turning angle.
The plan of this report is the following. In Ch. 2 we present our radial (1-D) diffuser model based
on the linear configuration of the TRW test laser [5] , and we propose a "typical case" of HF, DF
laser How based on one of those tests. Ch. 3 is devoted to the gasdynamic governing equations,
including the hydrogen recombination rate. The resulting dilTuser model was implemented in a 1-D
Euler code (named HFL) which utilizes the GRP scheme for integrating the conservation laws of
compressible flow [6] . The HFL code is given in Appendix A. The results of a typical dilTuser start-
up flow are presented in Ch. 4, along with a discussion and analysis of the effects of transient flow
and uncertainty in the hydrogen recombination rate on thermally backscattered flux of HF+DF. We
also consider kinetic backscattering of HF or DF molecules caused by third-body recoil in the
hydrogen recombination reaction. It is shown that the combined contribution of these effects to
backscattered flux remains negligible in the typical case. Chapter 4 ends with some concluding
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Fiaure 1-1. Rina-Svmmetric HF DF Laser Exhaust Plume
2. THE DIFFUSER FLOW MODEL
Our diffuser model is based on a schematic radial laser configuration as shown in Fig. 2-1. The
major components in this design concept are those present in an experimental HF/DF open loop laser
tested at TRW [5] . In this chapter we describe the radial configuration including the diffuser
(Section 2.1), then we present a typical HF/DF laser flow based on one of those TRW tests
(Section 2.2).
2.1 Radial Laser Configuration
We assume that an open loop HF/DF laser of the type tested at TRW [5] , can be rearranged in a
radial (rather than linear) sequence, where the flow begins at the hub and proceeds in an outward
radial direction. Referring to Fig. 2-1, the major components of this configuration are :
(a) Combustion Chamber : Deuterium and fluorine burn with excess fluorine, resulting in hot
gaseous mixture where fluorine is virtually completely dissociated.
(b) Nozzle Cascade : Rapid expansion to supersonic flow leaves atomic fluorine concentration
effectively frozen.
(c) H 7 + He Injection: Mixture is injected between the supersonic streams of DF+F emerging
from the cascade.
(d) Mixing and Lasing : The lasing is from vibrationally excited HF molecules produced by direct
reaction between H^ and F. As a by-product, one H atom is produced for every HF molecule.
(e) Diffuser Entrance : This point marks the end of the lasing process. From this point on the
flow is just an exhaust to be discarded safely.
(0 Radial Diffuser : The purpose of the diffuser is to raise the flow Mach number at the exit so
that no appreciable backflow from the exhaust plume will take place [2, 3, 4] . It should be
noted that a desirable diffuser area ratio can be achieved at lower radius ratios by letting the
diffuser expand in the axial direction.
t -> Typical Laser Flow
We chose as a typical laser flow one of the tests conducted in the TRW experiments [5] it is test
III in Table 5 (p. 91) of that reference. The mole fraction and corresponding average molecular















Specific-heat ratio y = 1.54
The additional data required for the computational model is the flow variables at the diffuser
entrance. Some of these variables have been measured directly or indirectly and the remaining
variables can be evaluated from standard isentropic flow relations for compressible flow of an ideal
gas. The data given in the TRW tests report [5] are :
Diffuser entrance cross-section is : 1" x 7"
-iMass flow rate is : 14.99 (gr sec )
(2.2-2)
Stagnation temperature is : 1400 (K)
Flow velocity is : 2300 (msec" 1 )
Flow density is now obtained as the ratio of the specific mass flow rate and the velocity. Then
Mach number is extracted from the standard relations between Mach number, velocity and stagnation





= 1.44 x 10"3 {kg rn 3 ) (2.2-3)
P7 = 9.72 x 10"
4 (MPa)
The flow at the diffuser entrance is thus fully specified for the selected typical case. In the next
chapter we take up the matter of computing the transient expansion following an abrupt start-up of
the diffuser inflow.
DIFFUSER EXIT X = 2.5 (m)
DIFFUSER
DIFFUSER ENTRANCE










Figure 2-1. Radial Configuration of HF/DF Open-Loop Laser
3. THE GASDYNAMIC FLOW MODEL
The transient expansion of the lasing products following an abrupt start-up of inflow at the
diffuser entrance, is idealized as an inviscid compressible flow of a mixture of perfect gases with one
ongoing chemical reaction - that of hydrogen recombination. The computational model thus calls
for a formulation of the governing equations and for a numerical scheme capable of integrating them
in time and space.
In this chapter we describe the governing equations for the diffuser flow (Section 3.1), following by
a simple approximation chosen for the hydrogen recombination rate as a three body reaction (Section
3.2). The numerical scheme employed for the solution is of the Generalized Riemann Problem (GRP)
type [6] . This scheme has been implemented in a code which was adapted to the diffuser flow case.
The code (named HFL) and some brief description of features introduced to treat hydrogen
recombination are given in Appendix A. In a recent report [7] a very similar version of this code
(without chemical reaction) was described in considerable detail.
3.1 The Governing Equations
The expansion of lasing products through the diffuser is governed by the Euler equations for a
gaseous mixture of ideal gases with ongoing hydrogen recombination reaction. We write these
equations in the quasi-one-dimensional format of flow in a stream tube of varying cross-section area
A(x), but in actual computations we set A(x) = x, thereby reducing the equations to the cylindrical
case. (The code HFL, however, can accept any smooth A(x)).
We chose to simplify the designation of atomic hydrogen mole fraction by normalizing it as
fH Z(x,t), where fH is the mole fraction at the diffuser entrance (it is constant) and Z(x,t) denotes the
degree of dissociation (Z= 1 is maximum concentration of H at the diffuser entrance, Z = is
complete recombination). As an approximation, we assume that W and y are constant throughout.
In the typical case (2.2-1), y and W can vary by as much as 1% and 4% respectively at full
recombination. Neglecting that variation is consistent with the preliminary nature of the present
diffuser flow analysis.
The governing equations are the three standard conservation laws (mass, momentum and energy),
and an additional species conservation law for atomic hydrogen. The conservation laws are
augmented by an equation of state (ideal gas) and by a rate law for hydrogen recombination. The


















+ [A(E + P)U]
x
=
Equation of State P(p,E,Z,) = (y- I) [E - pU2 /2 - (pf„Z/W)QH ]
• «
Recombination Rate Z = Z(p,P.Z)
where A is a function solely of x, and p, U, P, E, Z are all functions of (x,t). The normalized rate
function is Z. Its derivation and explicit expression are given in Section 3.2.
We note that the energy equation contains the heat released by hydrogen recombination (Q„ per
mole of H) in an implicit way, by defining the total energy as including the latent heat due to
recombination, in addition to internal and kinetic energy terms.
3.2 Hydrogen Recombination
The hydrogen recombination is commonly assumed to be a three-body reaction [8] , with the
following rate law :






-k [H]2 [M] (3.2-1)
k
n
= 7 x io 15 [(mole/cm3)"2 sec-1 ]
where by M we denote a third molecule, which in our case may be any molecule in the gaseous
mixture (including H).
The value we chose for k is an upper limit of a range of values recommended by Kondratiev [9]
for the reaction H + H + He (from 2* 10 l:> to 7 * 10 ), since in the typical case helium
constitutes about 58% of the molecules in the lasing products.
The data compiled by Kondratiev [9] indicates a comparable range of variation with temperature
as with the third species M. We later introduce uncertainty factors of 10 and 100, which in all
likelihood more than reflect the uncertainty in the reaction rate for hydrogen recombination.
It is convenient to redefine the reaction rate in terms of flow density p and normalized H
concentration Z. The modified rate constant kj is given by :
Z = - kj p
2 Z2
(3.2-2)
k, = 2 k fH / W2
where the factor 2 is due to the fact that the rate of depletion of H is twice the rate of production of
Hv In deriving (3.2-2) we made use of the relations fH = [H]-,/[M] 2 and [M]=p/W, where index 2
denotes the diffuser entrance.
The heat of formation released per mole of recombined H
2
is 435.783 (kJ/mole) according to [10]
(page F-179 in that reference). In the code we use the energy parameter per unit mass of the
gaseous mixture QDET . defined as :
QDET = QH fH / W
(3.2-3)
QH = 435.783/ 2 (KJ/mole)
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several numerical computations of the transient difTuser flow were performed using the code HFL
(Appendix A). The flow was started by an abrupt inflow at the difTuser inlet; the radial difTuser
model and the typical HF/DF laser case (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) were assumed. Due to uncertainty in
hydrogen recombination rate, three rate levels were assumed : the nominal level (3.2-1), a tenfold
increased rate and a hundredfold increased rate.
We are primarily concerned with the thermally backscattered flux arriving at the surface from the
exhaust plume. Our goal is to show that by choosing a difTuser with a sufficiently high steady exit
Mach number, the backscattered flux can be negligibly low even when the combined effects of
hydrogen recombination and transient exit flow are taken into account. Put in other words, we
present a simplified analysis of the transient exhaust flow, which enables the establishment of a
reasonable margin on a frozen/steady design for low backscattered flux. This analysis is presented in
Section 4.1 below.
The continuation of the hydrogen recombination reaction into the plume may give rise to a
contaminating backflow of a different kind. The velocity imparted to the "third body" molecule in the
hydrogen recombination process (Eq. 3.2-1) may be large enough to overcome the radial flow velocity
component, resulting in molecular backflow. This effect is discussed in Section 4.2, and it is shown to
be potentially capable to give rise to an HF/DF deposition rate of the order of 1 molecular
monolayer per hour.
4. 1 Thermal Backscattering
Since in steady flow thermally backscattered flux is linked primarily to exit Mach number, we focus
our attention on the time-history of the exit Mach number obtained from the difTuser start-up
computations mentioned above. Two major features are noted in these results (Fig. 4-1).
The first feature is the monotonic decrease in exit Mach number with time, as the flow within the
difTuser undergoes transition from an initial "cloud expansion" mode to a steady expansion flow in a
channel of increasing cross-section area. A steady exit flow seems to be established after about
2 (ms) from the start-up instant. The second feature is related to the heat released in the flow by
hydrogen recombination. As the recombination rate is increased, so does the time-asymptotic value
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of the exit recombination fraction. The recombination fractions in the three cases (Fig. 4-1) are 1%,
7% and 46%; the corresponding exit Mach numbers are 4.0, 3.69 and 2.81. This trend is in
qualitative agreement with the well known phenomenon of decrease in Mach number as a result of
heat addition to a steady supersonic flow in a channel of uniform cross-section [11].
Estimates of recombination rates are notoriously uncertain. How can a reasonable uncertainty
factor be established? We do not know of an estimate of this factor for the flow of HF DF laser
products. However, in another case of flow involving hydrogen recombination - that of hydrazine
rocket motors - a recent study [12] recommends a hydrogen recombination rate of 2.8 x 10 17/T (in
c.g.s. K units) and an uncertainty factor of 30. Assuming the relatively low temperature of T=300
(K) and multiplying by 30, we get a recombination rate of 3 x 10 16
,
versus 7 x 10 16 in our tenfold
case. This demonstrates that the tenfold case is already reasonably high; just the same, we also retain
the hundredfold case in the upcoming discussion.
The exit Mach number time-histories (Fig. 4-1) demonstrate that the nominal difluser flow is
nearly frozen (exit recombination fraction 1% and Mach number 4); even in the tenfold case the flow
is not dominated by hydrogen recombination (exit recombination fraction 7% and Mach number
3.69). This conclusion is in agreement with findings of the TRW HF/DF laser study [5] . It takes the
unrealistically high hundredfold increase in hydrogen recombination rate to produce a decisive change
in the steady difluser flow (exit recombination fraction 46% and Mach number 2.81).
One role of the difluser is to expand the laser exhaust to a sufficiently high exit Mach number, so
that the thermally backscattered flux of corrosive molecules (HF, DF) is negligibly small. Let us
consider the nominal case (M
1
= 4) and denote by "reference flux" the combined HF+-DF
backscattered flux arriving at a point located at 0.1 (m) from the nozzle lip (Fig. 1-1). Using the code
RINGBD based on the breakdown surface model [2] , the nominal reference flux was evaluated as
3.1 x io5 (molecules m"2 sec" 1 ). This flux level corresponds to a surface deposition rate (assuming the
sticking coefficient equals 1) of about 10" 10 molecular monolayers per hour, which is utterly negligible
(a reasonable estimate of total operating time would not exceed several hours).
Observing that a steady exit flow has been established in all three cases by about t = 2 (ms) (see
Fig. 4-1), we suggest that an approximate estimate of the backscattered flux would be obtained by
assuming a steady flow at the difluser exit and the exhaust plume. The RINGBD computations of
the increase hydrogen recombination rate cases yielded the following results. In the tenfold case
(M. = 3.69) the flux was 102 times larger than the nominal reference flux. In the hundredfold case
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(M j = 2.81) the flux increase was by a factor of 107 . Even in the unrealistically high hundredfold case,
that flux level corresponds to about 10"3 monolayers per hour, which is still negligible.
What other uncertainties could affect the foregoing conclusion? First we consider the effect of
variations in stagnation temperature and density relative to the nominal case, then we take up the
matter of transient plume flow.
Exit stagnation temperature was observed to vary in the HFL diffuser start-up computations by a
factor of no more than about 1.3. Since all velocities in the breakdown surface model are normalized
by speed of sound [2] , the flux is proportional to the square root of the stagnation temperature.
Also, it has been shown [2] that a change in stagnation density can produce an inversely proportional
change in flux. Stagnation density was reduced by a factor of about 1.3 in the tenfold case and about
2.8 in the hundredfold case. In either case the potential effect on flux is small relative to changes
brought upon by reduced exit Mach number, so we attribute the drastic change in flux following an
increased hydrogen recombination rate primarily to the reduced exit Mach number.
We now address the effect of transient plume flow. Since the exit Mach number is monotonically
decreasing with time (Fig. 4-1), and since other flow variables do not appreciably affect the flux from
a steady plume, we suggest that an upper bound on the effect of transient plume flow can be
established by linking it to a "transient turning angle", larger than that corresponding to a steady flow
with the same exit Mach number. Obviously, if a Prandtl-Meyer flow pattern is derived from a flow
which exits the nozzle at an angle lower than 90°, its limiting turning angle would bring it closer to
the spacecraft surface, and with a lower outward radial velocity to overcome, more molecules would
be thermally backscattered. Thus, we regard the transient flow around the nozzle lip as represented
by an equal exit Mach number steady flow, with some initial exit turning angle.
The justification for this model is the following "upper bound" estimate for the transient turning
angle of an emerging exhaust plume. The exit velocity vector U
(
is visualized as rotating by a gradual
turning of the plume/vacuum interface until it reaches the normal velocity (2/(y-l))Cj (Fig. 4-2).





= (2/(y-1))/Mj. It is an overestimate of the turning angle since in a steady corner
expansion (and also in a nonsteady one) the magnitude of the velocity vector increases as it rotates,
in order to conserve stagnation enthalpy (or even increase it in nonsteady flow about an expansive
corner).
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It is of interest to note that a as given above is identical with the first term of a power series
expansion in 1/M, of the standard Prandtl-.Meyer expression for the limiting turning angle [13] . Let
us denote by Aa the increment of the unsteady turning angle relative to the corresponding steady one
(Prandtl-Meyer). This (positive) increment is given by :













We now argue that the flux ratio between a steady flow and the same flow with exit velocity
rotated by Aa is an upper-bound estimate to the effect of transient plume flow with the same exit
variables. We note that by pre-rotating the steady corner How, we make the limiting streamline in the
steady case, coincide with the nonsteady plume/vacuum interface deemed to have rotated through the
angle a.
The stage is now set to estimate the transient flux increase factors in the three hydrogen
recombination rate cases (exit Mach numbers 4, 3.69 and 2.81). Using Eq.(4-1) we get the turning
angle increments of Aa= 4.1°, 5.1° and 10.6° respectively. Re-computing the reference flux (code
RIXGBD) in these cases with initial exit angle of 90°- Aa, we get the flux increase factors of 2.7. 3.5
and 10 respectively. Even in the worst case (hundredfold), the flux would increase from 10"3 to 10""
monolayers per hour, which is still negligibly small.
We also notice that the flux increase factor resulting from the decrease in exit Mach number due
to higher hydrogen recombination rate, is much larger than the factor representing the effect of
transient plume flow in the same case. Thus, in the tenfold case these factors are 10" versus 3.5, and
in the hundredfold case the ratio is even higher : 107 versus 10. We conclude that the transient effect
is quantitatively secondary to the effect of exit Mach number, which is thus established as the major
parameter for designing an exhaust with a negligible level of thermally backscattered HF+DF flux.
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4.2 Kinetic Backscattering
The role of the third body in the hydrogen recombination reaction (3.2-1) is to absorb the energy
released by the recombination process while maintaining the combined pre-collision momentum of
the participating molecules. Assume the momentum added to [M] is q, then the momentum added to
H, is -q. Denote by m
{
the mass of H
2
,
by ra, the mass of HF and by e the energy released due to







m, = 2 m
2
= 20 e = 4.36 x 108 (Joules kmole)
U = q/m, = 2000 (msec)
The values used in the computation above are per kmole, but the result is the same as using values
pertaining to single molecules. Since the velocity obtained upon expansion to zero-pressure in the
typical case is about 3000 (m/sec), our results imply that a turning angle in excess of arccos(2;3) = 48°
is needed in order to enable some kinetically backscattered molecules to reach the spacecraft.
In the nominal case the turning angle is 49° and in the tenfold case it is 52°. Also, some
kinetically backscattered molecules can originate from within the rarefaction fan, since the exit
velocity in the typical case is only about 1500 (m sec" 1 ) (versus 2000 (m sec" 1 ) velocity increment to
kinetically scattered HF molecules). Consequently, this effect may contribute to spacecraft
contamination, and its magnitude should be estimated. It will become progressively more significant
at lower exit Mach number, and thus may be an additional factor in determining a minimal value of
this flow variable.
While we do not presently attempt at an exact integration of the flux of kinetically backscattered
molecules arriving at each surface point, we propose the following overestimate of its magnitude.
Consider the outgoing flux of kinetically scattered HF molecules from a half-space of quiescent
uniform gas having the thermodynamic properties of the nozzle exit in the typical case. Consider the




. This equation then reads
as the volume rate of hydrogen recombinations (denoted as g below). In a slab of quiescent gas, half
the kinetically scattered molecules have an outward pointing velocity vector in one direction. The
probability of collisionless passage out of the slab is exp( — x/X), so that the outgoing flux F is given
by:
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F - gc ^/2
(4.2-2)
g = kft n
3 A "2 f 2 (ful7 + f„ c )
"c v H v HF DF 7
Using typical case exit conditions n, = 2.81 x 1022 (m"3 ) and mean free path X, = 1.28 x 10"4 (m),
we get F=5.14* 10 (m"" sec" 1 ), or about 12 monolayers per hour. Since only a small fraction of
this flux actually arrives at spacecraft surface points, the arriving flux is in all likelihood well below 1
monolayer per hour. If this flux level is deemed significant, an accurate integration of kinetically
scattered flux emanating from the exhaust plume should be performed. The details of such scheme
are analogous to the first-collision ambient scattering model [4] , since both effects result in a source-
like distribution throughout the plume, and both involve a steric factor (one half in the quiescent gas
above) related to the vector addition of flow velocity and velocity imparted through ambient collision
or assistance in hydrogen recombination. Therefore, the two effects can conveniently be unified
under a common framework.
4.3 Concluding Remarks
From the foregoing analysis and discussion we conclude that a design for low (negligible) level of
thermally backscattered flux of HF+DF can be accomplished by assuming steady frozen exhaust
flow. The effects of transient difiuser, plume flow and hydrogen recombination may typically increase
that flux by a factor of 102 . Given the sensitivity of flux to exit Mach number, an adequate margin
can readily be achieved by raising the exit Mach number. In the typical case presented here, an exit
Mach number of 4 has been shown to be adequate.
It should be noted that transient effects originating from points upstream of the diffuser entrance
were not considered here, as they depend on details of the system construction and operating
sequence.
The kinetic scattering effect has been pointed out as an additional potential source of
contaminating backflow. It is the result of hydrogen recombination collisions assisted by an IIF or


















Figure 4-2. Rotation Angle for Non-Steady Plume (Overestimate)
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APPENDIX A. The HFL Code
A. 1 Features Specific to Diffuser Flow Model
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the listing of the HFL code used in the diffuser How
computations. An almost identical code was recently described in some detail [7] , the major
modification for HFL being the addition of hydrogen recombination.
The highlights of the HFL version to the GRP code [7] are as follows (numbers in parenthesis
refer to statement numbers which are prefixed by HFL in the listing).
(a) Data (NETUNM) :
The data which relates specifically to the diffuser flow with hydrogen recombination is given in
statements (194 - 239). Some parameters are stored in /DIFFUS/ (129) for use in BEGIN and
SAFAE.
(b) Initial Conditions (BEGIN) :
The initial conditions are ideally an empty diffuser. As an approximation we set small pressure
and density (270 - 271) and a positive velocity (277) as initial values. The velocity reduces the
intensity of the shock driven into the dilute initial gas by the abrupt start-up of inflow at the
diffuser entrance (1 = 2). Note that the initial value of the total energy E(I) is augmented by the
heat of formation of hydrogen (306). The heat term is subsequently subtracted from the total
energy in order to compute the pressure (see (d) below).
The grid is defined as follows. The number of cells (L-2) is L-2=50 (24). The diffuser extends
from X0 = 0.625 to XI = 3.125 (283 - 284), so that DX = 0.05. Since the external radius of the
spacecraft is just 2.5, this grid consists of 40 cells within the diffuser and 10 cells in an extended
segment. The purpose of this extended segment is to minimize any propagation of error due to
imperfection of the outflow boundary condition (see (c) below). Since the ambient pressure is
zero, this additional segment does not affect the flow at X £ 2.5. Consequently, the results for
the diffuser exit flow were read from cell I = 39 whose midpoint is X = 2.5.
(c) Boundary Conditions (SAFAE) :
The inflow is set by assigning the diffuser entrance conditions to cell 1=1. The outflow is set
by extrapolating (with zero gradient) the flow from the inner boundary cell (I = L-1) to the
boundary cell I = L.
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(d) Conservation Laws (CYCEUL) :
Here all four conservation laws are integrated in time. There is an added equation of a "time-
split" scheme for solving the conservation of H species equation. It is first solved without the
recombination rate term (459), then the change in Z(I) due to recombination during that time
step is added as DZZ (501 - 502).
The energy equation includes the contribution of the formation energy indirectly. This equation
has the same format as the adiabatic one (491), but when QDET.GT.O, the internal energy
(505) is affected by changes in Z(I) and as a result the pressure P(I) (516) is also affected by-
progress in the recombination reaction.
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C PROGRAM DETO HFL0003




EQUIVALENCE ( L , AC 1 ) ) , ( LL , A( 2) ) , ( T, AC 3) ) , ( DT, A( 4) )
,
CTMAX, A( 5 ) ) , HFL 08
1 CTMUD,AC6)), CDTMUD,AC7)), CJ0B,A(8)),CNERI,AC9)), HFL0009
2 CJJJ,AC10)), CKEYM0N,AC11)),CNCYC,AC12)) HFL0010
EQUIVALENCE CCOLELA, AC 13)
)
HFLOOll
EQUIVALENCE C LAGEUL , AC 14 ) HFL0012
EQUIVALENCE CUGAL,AC15)) HFL0013
EQUIVALENCE C KEYEK, AC 16 )
)
HFL0014
EQUIVALENCE C NCYCPR, AC 17 ) HFL0015














DO 1 11=1, NMAT HFL0028
1 BCI,II)=0. HFL0029
CALL MAIN0CL,BC1, 1),BC1, 2),BC1, 3),BC1, 4),BC1, 5), HFL0030

























EQUIVALENCE C LAGEUL , AC 14)
)
HFL0054
EQUIVALENCE C NCYCPR, AC 17 ) HFL0055


















LE: HFL SCRIPT Al
3 TENA,FIRO,FIM,FIE,GIP,VOL,Z,DZ) HFL0073
1 NCYC = NCYC+1 HFL0074
C TIME STEP CONTROL. HFL0075
DT=DTBA" HFL0076
IFCDT.GT.l .1D0XDTKOD.AND.DTKOD.NE.0. ) DT=1 . 1DO*DTKOD HFL0077
IF(NCYC.EQ.2) DT=DT/10. HFL0078
IF (NCYC.EQ.l) DT=0. HFL0079
IFCDT.EQ.O.) GO TO 11 HFL0080
NHAD=((TMUD-T)/DT-1.D-10) HFL 081
IF(NHAD.GE.IO) GO TO 11 HFL0082
DT=(TMUD-T)/DFL0AT(NHAD+1) HFL 08 3
11 CONTINUE HFL0034
T=T+DT HFL0085
IF((NCYC/NCYCPR)*NCYCPR.NE.NCYC.AND.NCYC.GT.NCYCPR) GO TO 33 HFL0086
PRINT 10, NCYC,T,DT,KDT HFL0087






















IF (DABS(T-TMUD) .LT.l.D-8) TMUD=TMUD+DTMUD HFL0110
2 CONTINUE HFL0111
DTKOD=DT HFL0112












EQUIVALENCE (COLELA, A( 13)
)
HFL0123
EQUIVALENCE ( LAGEUL , A( 14) HFL0124
EQUIVALENCE ( KEYEK, A( 16 )
)
HFL0125
EQUIVALENCE ( NCYCPR, A( 17 ) HFL0126
EQUIVALENCE ( STAB, A( 18 ) ) , ( DTBA, A( 19) ) , ( DTKOD, A(20) ) , CKDT, A( 21 ) ) HFL 01 27
COMMON/DETO/QDET,TC,RATE,PCJDET,RCJDET,UCJDET,DCJDET,P0DET,RO0DET HFL 01 28
C0MM0N/DIFFUS/U2,P2,R02,ARW HFL 01 29
COMMON /DRAW/GODELX,GODELY,UMIN,UMAX,PMIN,PMAX,ROMIN,ROMAX HFL 01 30
1 ,XMIN,XMAX,SMIN,SMAX,IVERSA HFL0131




NAMELIST /IN/LIN, GAMA, DT, TMUD, DTMUD, TMAX, HFL0136
1 GODELX,GODELY,UMIN,UMAX,PMIN,PMAX,ROMIN,ROMAX, HFL0137
2 SMIN,SMAX,IVERSA,KEYMON, COLELA, STAB HFL0138




























































C CALL NAMPLT(IVERSA) HFL0191
C CALL LIMITC1000.) HFL0192
C CALL PLOTCO. ,0.5,-3) HFL0193
C DATA FOR DIFFUSER ENTRY CONDITIONS. TEST III/2, REF.(M-l). HFL0194
C UNITS ARE IN M,K,MILISEC. HFL0195









DELTAQ=435. 783/2. DO HFL0205
QDET=FH2XDELTAQ/W2 HFL0206
AA=U2/DSQRT(GAMAXARWXTEMP0) HFL 0207




















. DO ) ) x(GOREM-l .DO)) HFL 0224
DM=DABS(EM0UT-EM0UT1) HFL0225





201 F0RMAT(//1X, 'DIFFUSER ENTRY DATA') HFL0231
PRINT 202,U2,P2,R02,FH2 HFL0232
202 F0RMAT(/1X, »U2, P2, R02, FH2= ' , 4D16 . 5) HFL0233
PRINT 203, AMD0T,W2, TEMPO, TEMP2,EM2 HFL0234
203 F0RMATC/1X, ' AMDOT, W2, TEMPO, TEMP2, EM2= ' , 5D16 . 5) HFL0235
PRINT 204, RATE, QDET, HHO , HH1 , CHOKE HFL0236
204 F0RMAK/1X, ' RATE, QDET, HHO , HH1 , CHOKE= ' , 5D16 . 5/
)
HFL0237
PRINT 205, RATIO, EMOUT HFL0238





















EQUIVALENCE ( LAGEUL , A( 14) ) HFL0260
EQUIVALENCE (UGAL,A(15)) HFL0261
















































GO TO (31,32), LAGEUL HFL0304
31 CONTINUE HFL0305
E(I)=P(I)/((GAMA-1. )XRO(I))+0.5XU(I)X*2+Z(I)XQDET HFL 306






































EQUIVALENCE ( LL , A( 2) ) , (T, A( 3) ) , ( DT, A(4) ) , (COLELA, A( 13)
)
HFL0345
EQUIVALENCE ( KEYEK, A( 16 )
)
HFL0346
EQUIVALENCE (STAB, A( 18) ) , ( DTBA, A( 19 ) ) , ( DTKOD, A (20 ) ) , ( KDT, A(21 ) ) HFL 347























COMMON/DETO/QDET,TC,RATE,PCJDET,RCJDET,UCJDET,DCJDET,PODET,ROODET HFL 36 9
C DATA K0TZ/7777777777B/ HFL0370
CXXXXXXXX5<X^XX^X3(^X>(3<3()(XXX3(XXXX)(5(5(XXXXX)(X^XXXXXXXX^X^XX5(XXXXXXXXXXXXX*X^HFL0371





C MINO=MIN(I) .AND.KOTZ HFL0375













































FIM (I) = FIH2 *i\™l\







AMTOT = 0. H&SJJ?



































IF(QDET.EQ.O. ) GO TO 2 HFL0458
Z(I)=(ZK0DM-(DT/DV0L)x(SHxFI4-SHMxFIM4))/R0(I) HFL0459
DZZ1=Z(I)-1.D0 HFL0460
IF(DZZ1.LT.1.D-6.AND.Z(I) .GE.O.) GO TO 7350 HFL0461
IFCDZZ1 .LT.O.) GO TO 7352 HFL0462
Z(I)=1.D0 HFL0463
IFCDZZl.LT. 0.2D0) GO TO 7350 HFL0464
CONTINUE HFL0465
IF(Z(I) .GT.O. ) GO TO 7353 HFL0466
Z(I)=0. HFL0467
IF(DABS(Z(I)).LT.0.2D0) GO TO 7350 HFL0468
CONTINUE HFL0469
PRINT 7351,I,Z(I),P(I),R0(I),E(I),U(I),ZMD0T(I) HFL0470
FORMAT (/1X, "CYCEUL. I , Z, P, RO, E, U, ZMDOT= • , 15, 6D15 . 5/) HFL0471
CALL SOFC7350) HFL0472
CONTINUE HFL0473
IF(ZCI) .GT. .1D1) Z(I)=.1D1 HFL0474
CONTINUE HFL0475
IFCCOLELA.EQ.O. ) GO TO 201 HFL0476
CALL DCOLE(L,X,U , DU ,MIN,1) HFL0477
CALL DC0LE(L,X,R0,DR0,MIN,4) HFL0478
CONTINUE HFL0479


















EP=E( I )-0 . 5XR0AV*UAVX*2 HFL0498




IF(Z(I) .LT.O. ) Z(I)=0. HFL0503
IF (ZCI) .LT.O. 01) Z(I)=0. HFL0504
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•FROM CYCEUL . NEGAT
1 IX, »ROAV,UAV,DRO(I),DU(

















































































































































































EQUIVALENCE ( LL , AC 2) ) , ( KEYMON, A( 11 )
)
HFL0606





EQUIVALENCE ( NMONV( 1 , 1 ) , NMONUd )
)
HFL0612
C DIMENSION NAMEV(5) HFL0613
C DATA NAMEV/1HU,1HP,1HG,2HR0,1HZ/ HFL0614
DATA EPS/1. D-15/ HFL0615
CXXXXXXXXX*XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHFL0616
C NV=0 HFL0617
C DO 10 N = l,5 HFL0618
C IF (NAME.EQ.NAMEV(N))NV=N HFL0619
CIO CONTINUE HFL0620
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5), NV HFL0621
1 AMIDA=(UMAX-UMIN)**2 HFL0622
GO TO 9 HFL0623
2 AMIDA=(PMAX-PMIN)*X2 HFL0624
GO TO 9 HFL0625
3 AMIDA=((UMAX-UMIN)X(R0MAX-R0MIN))XX2 HFL0626
GO TO 9 HFL0627
4 AMIDA = (R0MAX-R0MIN)XX2 HFL0628
GO TO 9 HFL0629
5 AMIDA=1.D0 HFL0630











IF(SIGN.GT.-AMIDA) GO TO 22 HFL0642
21 DV(I)=0. HFL0643
ICAT=1 HFL0644
GO TO 20 HFL0645
22 CONTINUE HFL0646
SIGN=(VP-VM)XDV(I) HFL0647
IF(SIGN.GT.-AMIDA) GO TO 24 HFL0648
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IF (DV(I)*X2.GT.AMIDA) GO TO 40
DV(I)=0.
40 CONTINUE
C IF (ICAT.GT.O) NM0NV(ICAT,NV)=NM0NV(ICAT,NV)+1
C IBYTE0=5





































































(L,X,U,P,RO,G,E,DU,DP,DRO,DG,DXSI,MIN, HFL 06 93
US,PS,UIDOT,PIDOT, HFL0694
FIMZ,ZMDOT, HFL0695
TENA,FIRO,FIM,FIE,GIP,VOL,Z,DZ) HFL 06 96
IMPLICIT REALX8(A-H,0-Z,$) HFL0697
DIMENSION X(L),U(L),P(L),RO(L),G(L),E(L),DU(L),DP(L),DRO(L), HFL 06 98
DG(L),DXSI(L),MIN(L), HFL0699
US(L),PS(L),UIDOT(L),PIDOT(L) HFL 07
,TENA(L),FIRO(L),FIM(L),FIE(L) HFL 07 01













COMMON/DETO/QDET,TC,RATE,PCJDET,RCJDET,UCJDET,DCJDET,P0DET,RO0DET HFL 07 13
COMMON/ DIFFUS/U2,P2,R02,ARW HFL 07 14





NM0NU(4),NM0NP(4),NM0NG(4),NM0NR0(4),NM0NZ(4) HFL 07 2
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10) .NE.l) GO TO














IF( .NOT. FULLPR) GO TO 131
IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 131
IM=I-1








































































































































































(IX, 'NO. OF VARIOUS CASES
4110)
301, (CASAVHI), 1 = 1,4)
(/1X, 'AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN
IX, ' CASAV1(NCASE)=',4(F6.2,4X))
32, (NF16(I), 1=1,6)




(NMONG(I),I=l,ICAT0), ( NMONRO( I ) , 1=1 , ICATO
)
(/1X,'N0. OF MONOTONICITY INTERVENTIONS FOR EACH VAR.'

















































































IF(PL.GT.0. .AND.PR.GT.O. ) GO TO 7201
PRINT 7211, I, PL, PR


































































IF (DABS(EVERR) .LT.EPS) GO TO 100
IF (NL.EQ.2.AND.NR.EQ.1) GO TO 7001
GO TO 100








































IF (ZETA.LE.O. ) GO TO 7002
N =
GO TO (1,2,3,4), NCASE














































































































GO TO 5 HFL0943

















IF (DABS(DU) .LE.UMIDA) GO TO 20 HFL0961
DUDZL=-NG*CLG*(PPL/ZETAF)*(1 . +G9*EVERL)/SQRL*X3 HFL 0962
DUDZR= NG*CRGX(PPR/ZETAF)X(1 . +G9*EVERR)/SQRRXX3 HFL0963
ZETA=ZETAF+DU/(DUDZR-DUDZL) HFL 096
4







WL=WWL+DSQRT(GL*X2+WWL*X2) HFL 97 2














GO TO 5 HFL0986













IF (DABSCDU) .LE.UMIDA) GO TO 30 HFL1000
DUDZL=-NG*CLGX(PPL/ZETAF)X(1.+G9XEVERL)/SQRL*X3 HFL 10 01
ZETA=ZETAF+DU/(DUDZR-DUDZL) HFL 1002





















GO TO 5 HFL1021


















GO TO 5 HFL1040
5 CONTINUE HFL1041
DO 6 K=l,6 HFL1042
NFLUX=K HFL1043





MIN(I)=MIN(I) . OR. SHI FT (N, 3) HFL 1049
MIN(I)=MIN(I) . OR. SHI FT (NFL UX, 9) HFL 1050
NC1<4(NCASE)=NC14(NCASE) + 1 HFL 10 51
CASEAV(NCASE)=CASEAV(NCASE)+N HFL 1052
NF16(NFLUX)=NF16(NFLUX)+1 HFL 1053
IF(A(3) .NE.O. )G0 TO 666 HFL1054
IF(I.NE.2) GO TO 666 HFL1055
PRINT 66 7,I,NFLUX,NCASE,PL,UL,R0L,PR,UR,R0R,USTAR,PSTAR,RSTARL, HFL 1056
1 RSTARR,(KK,UW(KK),KK=1,6) HFL1057
FORMAT (/ IX, 'I,NFLUX,NCASE=',3I5/1X, • PL , UL , ROL , PR, UR, ROR= , 6D12 . 4/ HFL 1058
1 IX, 'USTAR,PSTAR,RSTARL,RSTARR=',4D13.4/ HFL1059




PRINT 7101, PL,UL,PR,UR,ZETAL,ZETAR,SL,SR,NL,NR,I HFL1064
F0RMAT(//1X, 'FROM RIEMAN. AN IMPOSSIBLE CASE OF EXPANSION/SHOCK' HFL1065
1 //1X, »PL,UL,PR,UR=',4D25.14// HFL1066
2 IX, 'ZETAL,ZETAR,SL,SR=»,4D25.1<+// HFL1067
3 IX, ! NL,NR,I=',3I10//) HFL1068
CALL SOFC7001) HFL1069
CONTINUE HFL1070
PRINT 7102, ZETA,DUDZL,DUDZR,ZETAL,ZETAR,PL,UL,PR,UR,N,NCASE,I HFL1071
F0RMAT(//1X, 'FROM RIEMAN. NEGATIVE PRESSURE AT THE INTERSECTION' , HFL1072
•OF L AND R EXPANSION BRANCHES'// HFL1073
•IT MEANS THAT A CAVITATION TENDS TO FORM. THIS', HFL1074
IX, 'POSSIBILITY IS EXCLUDED IN PRESENT VERSION'// HFL1075














ILE: HFL SCRIPT Al
1 ZETA,ZETAF,ZETAL,ZETAR,DUDZL,DUDZR HFL1081
7103 FORMATC//1X, 'FROM RIEMAN. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED. 1 // HFL1082
1 IX, , I,N,NCASE,DU,UMIDA,EPS= , ,3I6,3D18.6// HFL1083
2 " IX, 'PL,UL,PR,UR,ZETA,ZETAF=» ,6018.10// HFL1084




SUBROUTINE MAGA( L , I , MIN) HFL1089
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z,$) HFL1090
DIMENSION MIN(L) HFL1091
















DATA EPS/1. D-6/ HFL1108
C WE HERE SOLVE FOR THE TIME-DERIVATIVES ALONG THE CONTACT SURFACE, HFL1110
C NAMELY DUIDT,DPIDT. FROM THESE WE ALSO OBTAIN THE OTHER HFL1111
C TIME-DERIVATIVES (SEE COMMON /STEP1/). HFL1112
C WE COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS FOR TWO EQUATIONS FOR DUIDT,DPIDT. THESEHFL1113




IF C.NOT.HELEML) GO TO 12 HFL1118
11 CONTINUE HFL1119
DP=PSTAR-PL HFL1120












CCL=CCL-WL*USTARXRAT/RSTARL HFL 11 33
1 +ULXRATXDUXCGAMAXPLXZB+0.5) HFL1134




ASTARL=A1+(G3/GL)X(CLXDGDXIL-G4XDPDXIL)X(BETAXXG5-1.) HFL 11 39
AAL=1. HFL1140
BBL=1./GSTARL HFL1141
CCL=-GSTARLXASTARL/DSQRT(BETA) HFL 11 42
GE0M=RAT*((GAMA-1. )*UL+2.XCL)X HFL 11 43
1 (BETAXXG13-1 . )/(R0LX(GAMA-3. )) HFL1144





GO TO 10 HFL1150
10 CONTINUE "E!"Hfi
IF ( .NOT.HELEMR) GO TO 22 HFL1152
37
E: HFL SCRIPT Al
21 CONTINUE HFL1153
DP = PSTAR-PR HFL1154













































EQUIVALENCE ( DT, A(4) ) , (NCYC, A( 12)
)
HFL1199























GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6),NFLUX HFL1223
1 CONTINUE HFL1224
38











UX = UL HFL1235
PX=PL HFL1236
ROX=ROL HFL1237
ZX = ZL HFL1233
GX = GL HFL1239















ZX = ZR HFL1255
GX=GR HFL1256



























DPDAX=DPDAX+RATXUXXCOXDSQRT(BETAO) HFL 127 9
G41 = l ./G4+0.5 HFL1280
DRODAX=(DRDXIL-DPDXIL/(CLXCD) XBETA0x*G41+DPDAX/(C0xC0) HFL 1281




DRODBX=ROLXBETAOXX(-MU2)/G4 HFL 128 5
DGDBX=GL HFL1286
GO TO 9 HFL1287
CONTINUE HFL1288
BETA0=(MU2X(-UR/CR+G7))XX(1./MU2) HFL 128 9
A1=DUDXIR-DPDXIR/GR HFL1290
A0=A1+(G3/GR)X(-CRXDGDXIR+G4XDPDXIR)X(BETA0XXG5-1. HFL 1291
EVER1=(-(GAMA-1 . )XUR+2XCR)X( BETA0X*G13-1 . )/(GAMA-3.
)
HFL 1292
EVER2=-4.XCRX(BETA0X*G14-1 . )/( 3 . XGAMA-5 .
)
HFL 129









































































IF ( .NOT.HELEMR) GO TO 42 HFL1363
41 CONTINUE HFL1364
DRDXIX=(RSTARR/WR)XX2X(3.XDUIDT-DPIDTX(1 . +3 . x( WR/GSTARR)XX2)/WR HFL 136
5



















































DFDXI3=DUDXIXX(G12XPX+0.5XROXXUXXX2) HFL 14 06
1 +UXX(G12XDPDXIX+0.5*DRDXIXXUXXX2+ROX*UXXDUDXIX) HFL1407
DFIDT1=DR0DTXXUX+R0XXDUDTX HFL 14 08




FIDOTl=-ROU0 0xDFDXIl+DFIDTl HFL 141
3
FIDOT2=-ROU0 0*DFDXI2+DFIDT2 HFL 141
4
FIDOT3=-ROU0 0XDFDXI3+DFIDT3 HFL 141
5
UXDOT=-ROU0 0*DUDXIX+DUDTX HFL 1416
PXDOT=-ROUOOXDPDXIX+DPDTX HFL 1417
GXDOT=-ROU0 0XDGDXIX+DGDTX HFL 1418










































GO TO 90 HFL1459
50 CONTINUE HFL1460
EVO=-GR*DSQRT(BETAO) HFL1461
GO TO 201 HFL1462
30 CONTINUE HFL1463
40 CONTINUE HFL1464
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